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A WORD BY THE AUTHORS ...

« Our trio begins in 2013 with Acrobates dedicated to our friend Fabrice 
Champion, trapeze artist at the French company Les Arts Sauts. Two 
years later, Olivier and Matias create the solo TU, the story of a (re)
birth. In 2016, at the time of the creation of Terabak de Kyiv, Stéphane’s 
cabaret with Ukrainian musicians Dakh Daughters, was born Hektor, 
performed by Matias. Olivier and Matias deepen this character with La 
Fuite. Today, we are training Hektor in new adventures »

Matias Pilet, Stéphane Ricordel & Olivier Meyrou
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TO KNOW A LITTLE MORE ...

More than writing a piece, it is the writing of a character. Les Aventures 

d’Hektor are inspired by black and white cinema, mute, burlesque, in 

the atmosphere of Charlie Chaplin. This art has been able to speak 

of the difficulties of the world by adopting the point of view of the 

excluded. The similarities between the beginnings of the 20th and 

21st centuries are important: the migratory question, the obligation to 

leave one’s native land in the hope of a better world, the exploitation 

of misery, rejection. Hektor is in line with this comic burlesque.

The challenge is to work on this character as a body. It is precisely 

a matter of deconstructing the movement. All techniques must be 

transgressed to be rethought. The acrobatics happens to save him 

from a dangerous situation but it is also what immediately plunges 

him into another uncomfortable position. The character is inspired by 

the slapstick, which forces the performer to have physical characte-

ristics that define the character. An oversized jacket, rags, ...
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LES AVENTURES D’HEKTOR 
[The Adventures of Hektor]

Without any reason, prohibition keep burst into his daily life, forcing him to face invisible borders 

and inconsistent rules. A clownish figure who is inspired by the wordless cinema immersed in 

a Kafkaesque scenography, mistreated, he does everything possible to extricate himself from 

this absurd world. He overcomes with his own mastery the obstacles that the XXIst century 

continues to sow on his way. Matias Pilet gives all his artistic talents to his character and 

embodies it in poetry and fragility. From these adventures emerges a clown of a new genre, in 

a solo that is inspired by the burlesque of silent cinema. Hektor takes us back to the beautiful 

images of our childhood playing with our simplest emotions.
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TEAM

Olivier Meyrou & Stéphane Ricordel
stage directors

Matias Pilet
coauthor, performer

Arthur Chavaudret
magic creation

Arthur Chavaudret & Pierre-Marie Lazaroo
manipulators in alternation

Shaghayegh Beheshti
actress (short film)

Salvatore Stara
scenographic creation with Stéphane Ricordel

Salvatore Stara & Emilien Diaz
stage managers, barrier performers in alternation

Sébastien Savine
sound creation

Elsa Revol
light creation

Sofia Bassim & Nicolas Deluc
light managers in alternation

Auguste Diaz & Jean-Baptiste Pestre
sound/video managers in alternation

Simon André & Karim Smaili
general technical managers

Lyévine-Marie Chevalier
production manager
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BIOGRAPHIES

STÉPHANE RICORDEL
stage director

After 17 years abroad (Algeria, Kuwait, Libya), he continued his studies of visual arts and cell biology in Paris. 
He starts the theater at Cours Florent, then with Claude Régy, to enroll in the circus school Fratellini. In 1992, he 
co-founds the company Les Arts Sauts: 1575 shows in 57 countries, 15 years of nomadism and extraordinary 
adventures in a group of 35 people. Since March 2009, he co-directs, with Laurence de Magalhaes, the Monfort 
théâtre, cultural institution of the City of Paris, and since September 2016, the Festival Paris l’été. He leads the 
CNAC’s end-of-year show ÂM in 2011, the 50th annual Union des artistes Gala, and creates Acrobates in 2013 
with Olivier Meyrou, En Passant with Denis Lavant and Dima Yaroshenko. As part of Nuit Blanche 2015 in Pa-
ris, he creates the performance Nuage. In 2016, he creates with the Ukrainian musicians Dakh Daughters and 
circus artists, a crazy cabaret, Terabak de Kyiv. In 2018, he participates in Picasso Circus, a show presented at 
the Musée d’Orsay as part of an exhibition on Picasso, and leads Bach Jour with Sonia Wieder-Atherton and 
Shantala Shivalingappa. 

©  Jean-Luc Caradec

OLIVIER MEYROU
stage director

Trained at FEMIS, the French National Film School, and laureate of «Villa Medicis hors les murs», Olivier Mey-
rou is filmmaker and a stage director. In 2007, his film Au-delà de la haine gets the Teddy Bear for best film at 
the Berlin Film Festival. His movies Célébration and Parade are also selected in 2008 and 2013. At the theater, 
he creates Acrobates in 2013 with Stéphane Ricordel and stage-manages La petite fille aux allumettes at the 
Comédie-Française. Olivier Meyrou works with Matias Pilet since 2010. Together they create TU, La Fuite and 
Anjalousia.
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MATIAS PILET
coauthor, performer

Trained at the National School of Circus Arts in Rosny in France in 2008, 
Matias Pilet is attracted by acrobatics and dance. He begins to think about 
how to « dance acrobatics ». Then, studying at the Académie Fratellini, with 
Alexandre Fournier, they focus on the fusion of their different bodies and 
movements. They play together in Totem de cirque by Fabrice Champion, 
Bestioles as part of their studies at the Académie Fratellini, Nos Limites 
at 104 and choreographed by Radhouane El Meddeb and Acrobates by 
Stéphane Ricordel in 2016. The same year, he is one of the interpreters 
of Terabak de Kyiv. After an appearance in 2012 in the film Parade, he 
creates with Olivier Meyrou in 2015 the acrobatic solo TU then La Fuite and 
Anjalousia. Meanwhile, Matias Pilet also follows Gaga dance workshops. 

ARTHUR CHAVAUDRET
magic creation / manipulator

Born in 1989, he discovered the practice that will be his at the age of 9: 
magic. After a formation at the CNAC Châlons-en-Champagne (France), 
he wonders today about the realization as well as the definition of magic. 
What does magic depend on? To broaden his horizons, he collaborates 
with many artists. As examples, he is a magic advisor for Yann Frisch on 
the creations Baltass and Le Paradoxe de Georges, for Jean-Christophe 
Dollé on Handball and Je vole. He is also an advisor for David Blaine on 
the TV show Beyond Magic in Los Angeles in 2016 and in 2018 for the 
creation FAUST of the Comédie-Française by Valentine Losseau and Ra-
phaël Navarro. For his part, close to the Cie 14:20 by Clément Debailleul 
and Rapahël Navarro, he is a magical technician on Nous, rêveurs définitifs 
at the Théâtre du Rond-Point in 2016, magician for Terabak de Kyiv by 
Stéphane Ricordel in 2018 and provides close-up shows since 2015, the 
Festival 360°, the Festival Art Rock or even events such as Roland Garros, 
Hermès, Fiat, Radio Nova, ...
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SHAGHAYEGH BEHESHTI
actress (short film)

After studying at the Sorbonne Paris III, Institute of Theatre Studies, Sha-
ghayegh Beheshti joins in 1997 the Théâtre du Soleil, directed by Ariane 
Mnouchkine. She has since participated in 7 productions including Tambours 
sur la digue, Le Dernier Caravansérail, Les Ephémères and Une chambre 
en Inde. In 2011, she assists Matthias Langhoff in the creation of Lyon, Ka-
boul, Thebes, aller-retour, with the participation of the Aftaab Theatre and 
translates for the occasion the text of Sophocles Œdipe in Persian. In 2016, 
she participates as an actress at the show Kanata, directed by Robert Le-
page, shown for the first time at La Cartoucherie – Vincennes (France) in 
November 2018 and currently on tour. In August 2018, she creates Kaleidos-
cope in which she also played with 20 actors from Malaysia, Hong Kong, 
Taiwan and Macao. The show is played in the Taipei National Theater and 
the cultural center of Macao. Today, her strong friendship with Stéphane Ri-
cordel leads her to participate in Les Aventures d’Hektor.

INTERVIEW MATIAS PILET : « Hektor is the purest thing I could have dreamed of» 
by Maryse Bunel, October 12, 2020 - Relikto

https://www.relikto.com/matias-pilet-hektor-est-ce-que-je-pouvais-rever-de-plus-pur/


PARTNERS

Producer 
Le Monfort théâtre - Paris (France)
 
Supports
DGCA (General Direction of Artistic Creation, Ministry of Culture), 
DRAC Île-de-France « Creation assistance 2019 »,
Le Canal - Redon (France),
MA scène nationale - National Scene - Montbéliard (France)

Coproductions
La Brèche - National Circus Pole / Normandy (France),
MC2 : Grenoble (France),
Théâtre de la Ville - Paris (France) 

Special thanks
Jan Naets, Léo Ricordel, Daniel Bevan, Nicolas Lavergne, Christele 
Lefebvre, Audrey Walbott

Technical and financial elements on demand

2020 PREMIERES AND TOUR (in progress)
March 9-10, Previews, MA scène nationale - National Scene - Montbéliard 
(France)
October 6-10, Premieres, Le Monfort théâtre - Paris (France)
October 15-17, Cirque-Théâtre d’Elbeuf (Normandy, France) - Former 2020 
Premieres Festival SPRING
November 5-6, Théâtre d’Orléans - National Scene (France) - Reprogramming 
in progress
November 26-27, La Comète - National Scene, Châlons-en-Champagne 
(France) - Reprogramming in progress
December 17, Presentation to professionals, MC2 : Grenoble (France) - 
Performances initially scheduled from December 8 to 17
REPROGRAMMING AND 21/22 TOUR IN PROGRESS

MAIN FEATURES

Duration: 1h10 (approximately)
For all, from 6 years, indoor show

Tour team: 6-8 people
Stage dimensions (flexible): 12m x 12m x 7,5m

Arrival at D-2, Set up at D-1, Dismantling after the last performance

PRESS

Ces trois-là ont un don rare : celui d’avoir compris qu’il n’était pas donné à tout le monde 
de se projeter dans le monde de l’enfance.
(…) L’homme est beaucoup plus qu’un circassien. C’est un danseur d’acrobaties, ou un 
acrobate de danses. 
(…) Le décalage entre la maladresse apparente du personnage et le formidable talent de 
l’artiste fonctionne à la perfection. En permanence, l’incroyable technique qui repousse les 
limites de la gravité, la drôlerie burlesque et une forme de poésie surréaliste enchantent 
les spectateurs. 
(Overblog)

Témoin des violences de notre siècle, Hektor y oppose son éternelle naïveté. Son 
imaginaire bordé d’enfance.
(La Terrasse)

Portées par les artistes du burlesque, maîtres de l’évitement, les douleurs du monde, 
l’accident, la chute déclenchent les rires. (…) Hektor doit beaucoup au corps de Matias 
Pilet qui peut à la fois réaliser des prouesses physiques et les charger de cette émotion 
qui nous ramène à l’enfance, à la naïveté créatrice. 
(Naja 21)
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CONTACT

Lyévine-Marie Chevalier
lyevine.chevalier@lemonfort.fr
+ 33 (0)1 44 94 98 08

LE MONFORT
106 rue Brancion, 75015 Paris (France)
lemonfort.fr


